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From plain ideas like changing the amount of light in a bathroom, adding up new fittings or a new
coating of paint can provide a visual effect to the bathroom rather than entirely renovating it.
Ceramic, marble and stone tiles come as outstanding hard-wearing and water-resistant options for
the flooring. One should take care that the restroom is well lit. Do not focus on a single spot for the
lighting. Think about having additional lights around the mirror for enhanced viewing. One can also
have a range of imported wall tiles and wall claddings used, conditional on how the person wants
their bathroom to look.

Extra lights can be added by installing wall sconces, track or lower-level lighting to give a quick
change. Try making use of such taps which have small handles, as they are simple to clean and
never look old-fashioned. For storage solutions, one can have a combination of open and closed
storage or lower-level storage fittings, which make a good choice for small bathrooms. A number of
unattached fixtures, chairs, tables and even open shelving units have turned out to be a part of the
furniture fittings nowadays. Even changing the bathroom fittings like faucets, drawer pulls, door
hinges with newer designs can make your restroom look more superior.

A little vanity can be used to hold more towels and soaps in drawers and filing cabinets. This will not
only revive the look of the bathroom but also increase its functionality. Whereas, while getting the
restroom painted, choose shades aptly. Dark shades can make the room look smaller while
choosing light or neutral shades can provide a vivid and better feel to the space.

Moreover, keep in consideration the light effects while choosing shades. Hooks are the easiest way
to include surface area to a bathroom without actually adding real countertop surface area, as it can
be used for everything from garments to bathrobes to towels. Think about using a hand-held
showerhead while fitting a bathroom showers, as it provides you better flexibility.

Invest in a high-quality doormat. They are accessible in a range of shapes, sizes and colors. Ensure
that it is very much spongy and trouble-free to wash. Bathrooms can turn out to be much
disorganized. Therefore, it is good to include a waste basket for trash. Shower curtains are other
essentials which can be used to provide a fast update. Moreover they can be matched with hooks
and liners to further improve the design.
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